
Advice to Wheelchair Users 

 

The University of Warwick is committed to equality, diversity and to promoting an inclusive 

environment for all who work, study and visit the University.  

 

We offer the following advice to wheelchair users planning to pursue either the Follow that Hare or 

Walking through Time art trails. We welcome any suggestions for ways in which we might improve 

access to art on campus. 

 

Follow That Hare 

 After passing the Alders at (4), and coming through Claycroft residencies, there is a low step 

onto the pavement that brings you to Big Takeaway at (5). This step can be managed in a 

wheelchair if pushed. To avoid the step entirely, follow the footpath to the right after the 

Alders. This path will bring you to Don’t Let Go at (6). From here, Big Takeaway can be 

reached. 

 There are steps down to Tocil Wood in which Our shadows alone touched you trying to find 

where here is (8) is situated, and the ground is uneven. It is recommended that wheelchair 

users go directly from the Dawn Redwoods at (7) to the Horse Chestnuts at (9). 

 To reach Black Cube at (11), instead of walking through the gate from Leighfield Road onto 

an uneven track, continue on the pavement to Cryfield Sports Pavilion. From here, Black 

Cube can be seen. 

 After the Ginkgo at (15), to avoid travelling over grass, do not turn right onto Windmill Hill. 

Instead, continue along Leighfield Road until you reach the Sports and Wellness Hub. Here, 

turn right onto a footpath that leads back towards central campus. At the end of this path, 

turn right to Song Version V at (18) or left to Reclining Stone at (19).  

 Accessible toilet facilities can be found at the Sports and Wellness Hub. There is also a 

ground floor café there.  

 


